Hello to everyone!

May 2020

Welcome to our newsletter this month! This newsletter contains a small design update, a promotional video and some insights about our collaboration with our antenna partner.

In an attempt to expand our reach and incorporate both the names of our partners as well as what they stand for, by updating the corporate name on our website to be more representative of today's world. We have created a new visual identity for our antenna story show the ability of our antennas to leverage upcoming technologies. To demonstrate this, we have created a video showcasing how our antennas can work together to create a connected world and enable better communication technologies to spread the word and allow the public to see in real-time what our antennas can do.

The video is available here: [link to video]

VIRTUE has also introduced a new visual identity featuring the main ideas of the brand and team. It will serve as an introduction to anyone who is interested in what we are building.

The team is working on finalizing the visual identity on the design in order to build a consistent experience as possible with the timeline given space.

VIRTUE looks to continue working on seeing a strong impact in the future. Improving picture quality, content and user experience. We are excited to be working with our antenna partners on this journey. To keep up with our antenna partners, there are even more updates about our collaboration and how they are benefitting. We can see their changes in our next update as our collaboration continues.

Partner updates

The team is still working on seeing more partners on board that focus on the products that they will develop. The focus is on improving the quality of the antenna and user experience. To keep up with our antenna partners, there are even more updates about our collaboration and how they are benefitting. We can see their changes in our next update.

Count & Cooper

Count & Cooper is an integrated project delivery team that takes on the tasks of planning and designing projects to help companies and organizations carry out their objectives. They view their work as an opportunity to collaborate with new partners to bring new ideas to life.

Bierman Henket architecture

From almost the start of the project, the architecture had been working closely with the engineering department to ensure that the building would be designed for both the engineering and the end-users. The collaboration between the architectural office and the client on the project has been ongoing and continuous, ensuring that all aspects of the project are considered and designed.

Thank you for reading and stay tuned for our next newsletter!